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After the Storm
Covid 19 has permanently changed the way Wealth Managers deliver advice
and serve their clients. To drive outperformance over the next 5+ years, firms
should double down on technology investments, strategically cut costs, build
differentiated product offerings and consider inorganic opportunities.
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Covid-19 has fundamentally changed the Wealth Management

advice delivery model of the future will see RMs remaining cen-

industry, evolving client demands and diminishing outlooks for top-

tral to client relationships, supported with strong digital capa-

line growth. However, Wealth Managers have so far risen to the chal-

bilities.

lenge, with integrated Wealth Managers proving to be a stable
anchor to group valuations, and they can continue to earn a high multiple relative to other Financial Services sectors if management
teams have the right strategy. As senior banking leaders determine
the future shape of their firms, Wealth Managers should be central
to the discussion.
The global economy has entered a period of significant uncertainty,

l Defend business economics: Costs will be in the spotlight as

bottom lines are pressured by diminished growth and challenged revenue margins. Wealth Managers must improve their
approaches to cost management to deliver positive operating
leverage. We estimate that efficiency plays can reduce average
industry cost income ratios by up to 12 percentage points
through focus on three key areas:
¡

with Covid-19 presenting a dramatically changed reality. Our base

address the additional complexity created post the global

case sees global high net worth (HNW) wealth lose more than a year

financial crisis, there remains ample room for tactical cost

of growth versus pre-Covid-19 forecasts before rebounding to

cuts through removal of excessive management layers, opti-

growth in 2021. We see HNW wealth declining by 4 percent or $3.1

mization of RM headcount or reduction in front office sup-

trillion in 2020, a major departure from the previous decade’s consistent annual growth trajectory.

port headcount
¡

Streamlined group service delivery (short to medium term)
– Streamlined group service delivery, especially from second

The full impact of Covid-19 on Wealth Managers’ economics is yet to

line functions, Finance, Human Resources (HR), Legal and

show. While management teams should prepare for a more challenging revenue outlook in the near term, we think pretax margins

Tactical cost cuts (short term) – Despite recent efforts to

Operations
¡

can expand idiosyncratically over the medium and long term. Wealth

Transforming the operating model (medium term) –
Transformations to operating models and associated IT

Managers have previously benefited from strong growth in high net

infrastructure driving both cost savings and incremental rev-

worth (HNW) client wealth, which has offset declining revenue mar-

enues. Although these transformations have the potential to

gins and masked operating model inefficiencies. With this tailwind

deliver significant CIR improvement, they are a complex

gone for the immediate future, Wealth Managers need to act now to

undertaking for any player and can introduce significant risk.

position their business for growth in the “new normal”.

l Consolidate share and drive growth: Wealth Managers who

Priorities for the C-Suite
This bluepaper identifies several imperatives for Wealth Managers to
win in the new environment:
l Adapt to the new normal: With digital engagement increasing

7-10x across leading Wealth Managers following the onset of
the pandemic, Covid-19 has altered clients’ expectations for
financial advisor (FA)/relationship manager (RM) interaction,
while also underscoring the value of human advice. Wealth
Managers must move quickly to design an omni-channel advice
delivery model and accelerate their digitization efforts. The

4

can act from a position of strength should move to consolidate
share and increase growth by enhancing their product offerings
and footprints through organic and inorganic means.
¡

Wealth Managers must develop differentiated propositions
to protect and grow their revenue base. Management teams
should focus on four key priorities:
n

Wealth Managers that can credibly build out their sustainable investing offerings will be positioned to grow
wallet with a highly attractive and often younger client
segment. We project HNW and ultra-high-net-worth
(UHNW) sustainable investments to grow by 18 percent
each year to a total of $9 trillion by 2024.

M
n

Wealth Managers should significantly expand their pri-

n

Wealth Managers should consider developing digital

vate markets offerings to recapture UHNW wallet lost to

assets offerings to differentiate their proposition and to

disintermediation over previous years. By 2024 we expect

attract a potentially high-value client segment.

illiquid/alternatives UHNW assets to increase to $24 tril-

n
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¡

Management teams should have a renewed look at inorganic

lion from $16 trillion today, representing an annualized

growth opportunities, as Covid-19 has challenged the

growth rate of 8 percent. The opportunity is lower for

organic growth outlook and repriced some potentially inter-

HNW, given suitability challenges and reduced HNW

esting targets. Certain markets, like the US, the UK and

interest in alternatives following Covid-19.

Switzerland, are the most ripe for consolidation and we

Adding protection offerings like life insurance, health

expect to see a continuation of activity in the coming years.

insurance and P&C insurance can firmly cement Wealth

While management teams should continue to consider tradi-

Managers’ position at the center of client financial needs

tional mergers and acquisition (M&A) plays, strategic part-

while capturing low-hanging incremental revenues. We

nerships are emerging as the new M&A, particularly for

estimate that offering protection products can provide a

cross-border expansion.

top-line uplift of ~4 percent and defend client relationships against further encroachment by insurers that are
expanding into the investments space. Wealth Managers
should also consider larger ecosystem plays.

MORGAN STANLEY RESEARCH
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l Our bull case, “Accelerated rebound”, sees only modest upside

to our base case, with a stronger near-term rebound in asset
prices leading to a significantly improved picture for wealth in

As senior banking leaders assess their business portfolio on the back

2020. Longer-term, the economic outlook and asset price path

of Covid-19, Wealth Managers should be central to the discussion.

remain largely in-line with our base case.

Global bank-owned Wealth Managers have contributed an increasing

l Our bear case, “Sustained downturn”, sees policy measures

share of group valuations since 2013. As Covid-19 puts pressure on

unable to support the global economy, with a significant down-

businesses such as corporate lending, consumer lending and invest-

turn in 2020 and a slow recovery thereafter.

ment banking, the more stable Wealth Management business once
again increases in attractiveness on a relative basis.

Exhibit 2:
Global HNW wealth: base, bull, and bear case (2018-2024, USD Trillion)

Exhibit 1:
Average Wealth Management unit valuation as a percentage of total
group valuation (2013-Q1 2020, average of leading bank-owned Wealth
Managers)

79
72

83

80

76

71

Covid-19

42%

Percentage of group valuation

104

101

40%
38%
36%

2018

2019

2020

2024

2020

Base

2024

2020

2024
Bear

Bull

34%
32%

18–19’
Growth

19-20E’
Growth

19-24E’
Growth

19-20E’
Growth

19-24E’
Growth

19-20E’
Growth

19-24E’
Growth

30%

10.0%

-4.0%

5.1%

0.9%

5.6%

-10.2%

1.0%

28%
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Note: HNW investors are defined as households with financial assets greater or equal to USD 1 million.
HNW wealth represents financial assets owned by HNWIs, including investable assets (deposits, equities,
bonds, mutual funds and alternatives), excluding assets held in insurance policies, pensions and direct
real estate or any other real assets. Source: Oliver Wyman Wealth Management Model

Covid-19 represents a new reality; given the uncertainty we

For the purposes of this report, we focus our analysis on our base

model three scenarios for global HNW wealth growth

case, “Recession and rebound”. However, given the high degree of
uncertainty in the current environment, Wealth Managers must

After a golden decade in which Wealth Managers benefited from

adopt flexible, scenario-based approaches to strategic planning.

more than 8 percent annual wealth growth on average, Covid-19 has

Institutions that have not invested in building flexible forecasting

introduced a different reality. The global economy has entered a

processes are facing pressures internally and externally to answer

period of significant uncertainty. As a result, we have modelled three

increasingly complex what-ifs for their businesses. Traditional plan-

scenarios for HNW wealth growth:

ning processes are often manual, labor intensive, and disconnected
from financial resource considerations. With economic conditions

l Our base case, “Recession and rebound”, sees policy responses

uncertain and volatile, nimble planning infrastructure is crucial to

effective in containing the pandemic, while rate cuts and fiscal

inform strategic decisions and management actions amidst uncer-

stimuli support the economy to drive a U-shaped or similar

tainty.

recovery.
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Our base case sees global HNW wealth lose more than a year of

Exhibit 3:

growth vs. pre-Covid-19 forecasts

Global HNW wealth: base, bull, and bear cases vs. pre-Covid-19 estimate (2019-2024, USD Trillion)

In our base case we expect global HNW wealth to fall by 4 percent

Base Case

Pre-Covid-19 estimate

Bull Case

Bear Case

$110

in 2020, before rebounding to growth in 2021. Oliver Wyman’s preCovid-19 estimates saw wealth growing consistently at 6 percent

$100

from 2019 onward. As a result, we expect Covid-19 to represent
roughly one lost year of wealth growth.

$90

$80

$70
2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Note: Pre-Covid-19 estimate made based on inputs (GDP growth, asset performance, etc.) retrieved at
year-end 2019. Post-Covid-19 forecast based on inputs retrieved beginning of April 2020. Source: Oliver
Wyman Wealth Management Model

Exhibit 4:
AUM performance vs. NNM – base case (2019-24 CAGR, percent of AUM)
Developed markets

Emerging markets

12%

9%

8%
7%
6%
6%
5%

4%

4%

1%

North America

2%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

3%

4%
3%

2%
1%

Western Europe

2%

1%

Japan

China
NNM

Latin America
Asset performance

Other APAC

Middle East & Africa

Eastern Europe

AUM growth

Source: Oliver Wyman Wealth Management Model

The growth outlook for assets under management (AUM) in

The concentration of AUM growth in emerging markets will have a

developed markets is slower

meaningful impact on priorities for the industry. Notably, global
Wealth Managers should continue to assess opportunities to partici-

As global wealth recovers from this lost year, we expect the AUM

pate in emerging market growth, particularly in China. Within devel-

growth outlook to shift further away from developed markets. While

oped markets, we expect asset performance to drive North American

industry AUM grew 7 percent annually in developed markets in the

growth ahead of Western Europe and Japan, despite slightly lower

five years prior to Covid-19, we expect slowed growth of 3-4 percent

NNM.

annually in these markets from 2019-24. Amplifying the impact of
reduced asset performance, we anticipate that bankruptcies, along

The full impact of Covid-19 on industry economics is yet to show,

with muted executive pay, will impair overall NNM growth. By con-

and while wealth management remains an attractive industry,

trast, emerging market AUM growth is likely to slow in the short-

management teams should prepare for a more challenging rev-

term, but we expect a stronger rebound relative to developed

enue outlook in the near term

markets driven primarily by NNM on the back of gross domestic
product (GDP) growth.

We expect Wealth Managers’ gross revenue margins to continue to
fall at an industry level as Covid-19 accelerates the decline in net
interest income (NII) margins, while the structural forces compressing fee and commission (F&C) margins and trading margins are

MORGAN STANLEY RESEARCH
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sustained. Although F&C margins saw a strong uptick in the first

Covid-19 has also precipitated a forced transition to new remote

quarter of 2020, this was because fees were yet to fully reflect the

ways of working and required advice to be delivered through mul-

market sell-off. In the longer term, we expect F&C margins to con-

tiple channels. As detailed in Exhibit 5 , client engagement has

tinue to shrink due to more aggressive pricing and the shift towards

increased significantly across all channels as a result of the Covid-19

larger mandates, a traditionally lower margin business. We expect

lockdown and market turmoil.

continued pressure on NII, particularly for players with high USD
exposure in the zero-rate environment. Trading margins saw a notice-

Exhibit 5:

able uptick in Q1 on the back of significant market volatility which

Digital engagement for select leading Wealth Managers in Q1 2020

resulted in higher client activity and a surge in demand for structured
products and hedging solutions. As market volatility reduces, we
expect trading margins to fall below pre-Covid-19 levels as competitive pressure from zero commissions accelerates and expands
beyond North America.
Management teams must act to position their business to shine
after the storm

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Wealth Managers have previously benefited from strong growth in

The existing advice delivery model has proved somewhat resilient,

HNW client wealth, which has offset declining margins and masked

but its limitations have also been exposed. In particular, large bank-

operating model inefficiencies. With this tailwind gone for the imme-

owned Wealth Managers have found greater success leveraging

diate future, Wealth Managers need to act now to position their busi-

channel upgrades made over recent years, while smaller indepen-

ness to capture longer-term growth in the “new normal”.

dent Wealth Managers have had more difficulty managing client
engagement due to a lack of remote working protocols and digital

To succeed, Wealth Managers must:

client engagement infrastructure.

l Adapt to the new normal by rolling out new advice delivery

Wealth Managers need to design the advice delivery model of the

models and accelerating digital use cases
l Defend business economics by finding operating leverage

through improved approaches to cost

future, which will have to be ‘omni-channel’, marrying the expertise
and emotional reassurance provided by an RM, with the efficiency,
convenience and scalability of digital solutions.

l Consolidate share and drive growth via differentiated product

offerings and inorganic opportunities

Our estimate of anticipated use of channels by clients in 2024 and
their potential role is highlighted in Exhibit 6 .

Adapt to the new normal

Exhibit 6:
Anticipated use of channels by clients and their potential role (2024)

Build the advice delivery model of the future today
with RMs firmly at the center
The market turmoil prompted by Covid-19 has highlighted the clear
value clients place on high-quality human advice. Even prior to
Covid-19, more than 85 percent of HNW investors polled in a proprietary Oliver Wyman survey said they valued the ability to talk with an

• Providing key portfolio updates
• Discussing changes to strategies
• Real-time portfolio monitoring
• Conducting transactions
• Supporting and conducting
transactions
• Clarifying questions

8

• Presenting investment trends
• Marketing to potential clients

5%

Application
25%

10%

• Real-time portfolio monitoring
• Conducting transactions

10%
Live chat
10%
Phone

20%
15%

Face to face
• Building personal relationships
• Defining financial objectives

Video conferencing
• Deepening personal relationships
• Modifying financial objectives

robo-advisors. The surge in complexity, diversity and urgency of
having access to human advisors.

Webinars
5%

Website

• Providing detailed advice
• Answering ad-hoc questions

advisor, versus less than one third who valued advice delivered via
client requests during Covid-19 has only underscored the value of

Email

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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Wealth Managers need to develop a clear channel strategy that

Exhibit 7:

reflects the client personas they serve, including their needs and

Prioritization framework to assess digital use cases (theoretical

channel preferences, and prioritize actions to improve the client

example)
High impact, low frequency

experience accordingly.

Accelerate digital implementation efforts to improve
effectiveness in the new operating environment

consistency in digital use case prioritization and implementation to
date. As a result, their technological capabilities remain immature
relative to other Financial Services industries. Our proprietary anal-

Lead generation and conversion
tracking

Intelligent advice engine

Direct trading

Impact on experience

Despite some successes, Wealth Managers have showcased little

High impact, high frequency

Direct link to advisor via preferred
channel

Digital onboarding (cross- border)
Global client portal

Automatic portfolio
rebalancing

Secure document transfer

ysis shows that mobile apps by Wealth Managers are updated only
half as frequently as retail banking apps, and only 20 percent as frequently as digital-only challengers, underscoring the lack of focus on
digital investment. As other Financial Services providers continue to

Q&A guided KYC
View statements and
documents online

Low impact, low frequency

improve their digital experience, clients will naturally expect a similar
level of experience from their Wealth Managers.

Low impact, high frequency

Usage frequency
Client use-cases

RM use-cases

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

To meet client and RM demands, Wealth Managers need to step back
and assess their digital portfolio. Since achieving best-in-class digital
experiences at each step of the value chain remains unfeasible given

They also need to develop a comprehensive impact framework to

capital and resource constraints, Wealth Managers need to prioritize

measure digital use case success. This will ensure the right prioritiza-

the use cases that are most valued and impactful for their clients fol-

tion of the various competing digital opportunities.

lowing a consistent prioritization approach, such as that shown in
Exhibit 7 .

MORGAN STANLEY RESEARCH
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Exhibit 8:
Cost-income ratio impact by category through improved approaches to cost (gross percentage point change)
Cost savings

Revenue uplift
-12 pp

78%
- 4 pp

- 3 pp
- 2 pp
- 3 pp

Average CIR
Description

1. Tactical cost costs
•
•

2. Streamlined group
service delivery

3. Transforming the operating model

•

Streamlining internal service
delivery for group functions

•

Simplified operating models and
upgraded IT infrastructure

•

Revenue uplift from IT &
Operations efficiency

Potential levers include reducing
management layers, optimized RM
headcount, decreased front office
support headcount, and reduced
third party spend (e.g. market
data)

•

Savings achieved by working with
functional heads (e.g. risk) to
simplify services

•

Cost savings from rationalized
vendor base and increased
operational efficiency (e.g. lower
back office headcount, fewer
fines)

•

Drivers include:

‐

Increased wallet share via
heightened RM productivity and
enhanced client targeting

‐

Reduced RM turnover

Covid-19 has also increased focus
on right-sizing real estate

End state CIR

Wallet share and RM churn

IT & Operations efficiency

Initiatives focused on cutting
direct costs

•

66%

Note: This exhibit isolates the direct impact from targeted efficiency plays and does not incorporate other changes to industry revenues. Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Defend business economics
Deliver positive operating leverage through improved
approaches to cost

duced an opportunity to cut other expense lines, like travel and
entertainment (T&E), further than before.
Streamlined group service delivery – we estimate 3 percentage points
in cost income ratio improvement can be unlocked through streamlined group service delivery, particularly second line functions,

With Covid-19 dampening the outlook for AUM and revenue growth,

Finance, HR, Legal and Operations. Additionally, reduced needs for

Wealth Managers faced with challenged profitability will need to

physical office space may allow for lower real estate costs in the

address their cost base in order to protect economics.

medium-term.

We estimate that the industry can reduce average cost income ratios

Wealth Managers should engage their functional counterparties in

by up to 12 percentage points, through a combination of targeted effi-

understanding how strategic decisions contribute to cost. Successful

ciency plays and directly related revenue uplift opportunities.

engagement will involve constructive discussions on where services
should be performed, and whether they are critical vs. ‘nice-to-have’.

We see three key focus areas across the short and medium term for
achieving this outcome:

Transforming the operating model – transformations to operating
models and associated IT infrastructure has the potential to decrease

1. Tactical cost cuts (short term)

cost income ratios by 5 percentage points in the medium-term.

2. Streamlined group service delivery (short to medium term)
3. Transformative changes (medium term)

Although there are numerous opportunities for business process
redesign and modernization of technology infrastructure, not all will
translate into improved bottom line performance. The crux for

Tactical cost cuts – we estimate that tactical cost cuts can lower cost

Wealth Managers is in identifying the changes that will drive RM

income ratios by 4 percentage points. Despite recent efforts to

effectiveness and increase satisfaction for both end-clients and RMs.

address the additional complexity created following the global finan-

API-driven technology transformation approaches can rapidly

cial crisis, there is still ample room for Wealth Managers to action the

improve client experience and avoid risks associated with typical

usual tactical cost cutting levers such as removal of excessive man-

large-scale technology programs.

agement layers, optimization of RM headcount and reduction in
front office support headcount. Additionally, Covid-19 has intro-

10
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Expand private markets offerings to recapture lost UHNW
wallet
UHNW investor interest in private market investments has grown
substantially in recent years, a trend we expect to continue despite
near-term headwinds from Covid-19. Over the next 5 years, we see

As a reaction to the challenged industry growth outlook, Wealth

illiquid/alternative UHNW investments growing by 8 percent annu-

Managers must develop differentiated propositions to protect and

ally to $24 trillion by 2024. We believe direct investments in illiquid/

increase their revenue base.

alternative asset classes are primarily an opportunity relevant for
UHNW clients, given suitability challenges for HNW investors due to

We see four ways in which they can do this.

significant minimum capital commitments, long lock-up periods, and
regulation like the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive

Strengthen sustainable investing offerings to grow wallet with

(AIFMD) in Europe.

a highly attractive and often younger client segment
In the short term, we expect investment allocations to private marInvestor interest in sustainable investing has grown significantly. In

kets to remain stable, or even fall. The current market volatility on

2019, we estimate that HNW and UHNW clients had ~$4 trillion

the back of Covid-19 may limit clients’ appetite for investments that

invested in sustainable investments.

are by-definition illiquid, difficult to mark-to-market/compute NAVs,
and with multi-year lock-up periods. However, we expect this to be a

The structural drivers supporting growth will persist. The next gen-

temporary phenomenon. Our long-term outlook builds on our

eration of clients, who are on average more interested in sustainable

research that finds that UHNW clients remain structurally under-in-

investing than previous generations, will become an increasingly

vested in illiquid/alternative assets relative to their target alloca-

important demographic for Wealth Managers. The Covid-19 pan-

tions.

demic may well accelerate this as clients further engage with the
broader societal impact of their investments. We estimate sustainable investments will grow 18 percent annually to a total $9 trillion

Exhibit 10:
UHNW Private Markets allocations (2019-2024, USD Trillion)
24 TN

by 2024.

+8% CAGR
16 TN

Wealth Managers that develop a more sophisticated proposition

Rest of the world
Europe

that assists clients throughout their sustainable investment journey
will be the winners in this space. We see four broad roles that Wealth

APAC
North America

Managers can play for clients, shown in Exhibit 9 . Beyond devel-

2019

2024E

40%

43-45%

oping investment capabilities, it is also crucial for Wealth Managers

Percent of total
UHNW assets

to effectively brand their offerings to establish ownership of the

Note: UHNW investors are defined as households with financial assets greater or equal to
USD 100 million. Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

space. This may lead to a positive impact on flows as clients consolidate wallet with perceived champions in the space.

Most Wealth Managers recognize strong demand for illiquid/alternative asset classes but have only partial offerings in place. This is not

Exhibit 9:
Role of Wealth Manager in sustainable investing

1

Educate clients by upskilling advisors to
discuss sustainable investing strategies and
options

2

Assist clients by incorporating sustainable
investing into goal-setting and scenario-planning
processes

3

Invest client assets in sustainable products that
are manufactured internally or sourced through
trusted partners

4

Measure investment impact through
development of reports using third-party or
proprietary impact metrics

Client

enough for more sophisticated clients, who are choosing to source
investments directly, and has resulted in a significant loss of wallet
share.
To play a meaningful role in the space, Wealth Managers need to
deliver ongoing access to high quality direct investment opportunities as part of their UHNW propositions.
Wealth Managers that are part of universal banking groups are best-

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

MORGAN STANLEY RESEARCH

placed to capture the opportunity and should create formal collaboration structures or dedicated teams to leverage their expertise
across the deal value chain.
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Add protection offerings to defend Wealth Managers’ position

There is not a ‘one size fits all’ path and Wealth Managers need to

at the center of client financial needs

choose how to participate based on their own view of the outlook.
Wealth Managers who believe that digital assets will become a major

Developing a protection offering allows Wealth Managers to firmly

market should aim to become ‘full-service providers’, whereas others

cement their position at the center of clients’ financial needs and to

should consider lower effort participation choices.

quickly boost revenues by ~4 percent, which can help them offset
some of the revenue pressures on their core business.

Evaluate inorganic opportunities to reset the growth
trajectory

Covid-19 could cause many clients to re-evaluate their current insurance levels and residual risk appetite. This may drive an increased

Covid-19 presents a unique trigger point in which inorganic growth is

demand for a “trusted advisor” that can help them navigate the insur-

likely to rise to the top of management agendas for those players

ance products landscape, as clients decide they are currently under-

that can act from a position of strength. M&A and strategic partner-

insured, or, more likely, have unmet needs.

ships can act as a means to compensate for the lower organic revenue
growth outlook the industry faces. As assets have repriced, acquisi-

Wealth Managers are naturally positioned to play this role, as the

tions are often more compelling now than during previous boom

industry moves towards holistic advisory. However, our primary

years, especially for targets in the product or technology space.

research indicates that Wealth Managers’ current offerings are

Certain markets that remain heavily fragmented, like the US, the UK

severely lagging, with only 9 percent of HNW survey participants

and Switzerland, are the most ripe for consolidation and we expect

reporting that they were satisfied with their Wealth Manager’s pro-

to see a continuation of activity in the coming years.

tection offerings. We see three different participation options that
can be used to develop protection offerings, including in-house refer-

Exhibit 11 outlines the four usual archetypes of inorganic growth

rals (for groups with Insurance capabilities), trusted partnerships,

plays. In contrast to previous periods of significant deal activity, part-

and open-market brokerage.

nerships may prove to be the new M&A.

Forward looking Wealth Managers can move beyond simple product

Exhibit 11:
Examples of partnership opportunities across four inorganic growth
plays

offerings and consider broader ecosystem plays. For example,
Wealth Managers could orchestrate a Healthcare ecosystem play by
partnering with leading medical groups to create preferred access
programs. While creating an ecosystem-based offering would

New products

New geographies

e.g. ESG-focused
asset manager

e.g. local emerging
markets champions

require that Wealth Managers build credibility with clients to move
Strategic
partnership
opportunities

beyond their core offerings, it would result in a truly differentiated
proposition and a firmly cemented value to clients.
Consider developing digital assets offerings to further differentiate

New clients
e.g. affluent focused digital
investing platforms

New technology
e.g. analytics or
AI-focused fintech

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Digital assets are currently a niche asset class for HNW and UHNW
investors, however we expect asset structures to evolve and the
market to mature, driving greater client demand and adoption.

Given historical challenges to entering new markets overall and a
poor track record of entering through M&A, Wealth Managers are

Digital assets could become a unique selling point for a certain seg-

increasingly exploring large scale partnerships with established local

ment of clients. Asset tokens could be a market-disrupting opportu-

champions as the means to enter new markets. While partnerships

nity that permits digital assets to become a sizable share of client

may well be the new M&A in this regard, they are not without their

AUM. However, for such a scenario to materialize, it would require a

own challenges. To succeed, management teams on both sides must

consortium of leading Wealth Managers to jointly develop the

develop a detailed understanding of the partnership scope and roles

market given the high cost and long timelines to implementation and

and design a robust revenue (and cost) sharing structure that is trans-

market adoption.

parent and can evolve over time.
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During Covid-19, integrated Wealth Managers have proven to be
a stable anchor to group valuations

BLUEPAPER

l Our base case, “Recession and rebound”, sees policy responses

effective in containing the pandemic, while rate cuts and fiscal
stimuli support the economy to drive a U-shaped or similar

As senior banking leaders assess their business portfolio on the back

shaped recovery. In this scenario, Covid-19 will set back global

of Covid-19, Wealth Managers should be central to the discussion.

HNW wealth levels by more than a year from our pre-Covid-19

Global bank-owned Wealth Managers have contributed an increasing

forecasts.

share of group valuations since 2013. Even in the severe market

l Our bull case, “Accelerated rebound”, sees only modest upside

shock due to Covid-19, Wealth Managers have remained a significant

to our base case, with a stronger near-term rebound in asset

anchor to broader financial services groups. As Covid-19 puts pres-

prices, due to prolonged central bank support, leading to a sig-

sure on businesses such as corporate lending, consumer lending, and

nificantly better picture for wealth in 2020. After 1 percent

investment banking, the more stable Wealth Management business

wealth growth in 2020, the longer-term economic outlook and

once again increases in attractiveness on a relative basis.

asset price path remain largely in-line with our base case.
l Our bear case, “Sustained downturn”, sees policy measures

Exhibit 12:

unable to support the global economy. This outlook anticipates

Average Wealth Management unit valuation as a percentage of total

a significant downturn in 2020 with a slow recovery thereafter.

group valuation (2013-Q1 2020, average of leading bank-owned Wealth

This scenario would imply a four-year horizon before global

Managers

HNW wealth returns to 2019 levels, with HNW wealth
Covid-19

Percentage of group valuation

42%

decreasing 10 percent in 2020.

40%

Exhibit 13:

38%

Global private HNW wealth: base, bull, and bear case (2018-2024, USD

36%

Trillion)

34%

104

101

32%
79

30%
72

83

80

76

71

28%
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Covid-19 represents a new reality; given the uncertainty we
model three scenarios for global HNW wealth
After a golden decade in which Wealth Managers benefited from
more than 8 percent annual wealth growth on average, Covid-19 has
introduced a different reality. The global economy has entered a

2018

2019

2020

2024

2020

Base

2024

2020

2024
Bear

Bull

18–19’
Growth

19-20E’
Growth

19-24E’
Growth

19-20E’
Growth

19-24E’
Growth

19-20E’
Growth

19-24E’
Growth

10.0%

-4.0%

5.1%

0.9%

5.6%

-10.2%

1.0%

Source: Oliver Wyman Wealth Management Model

period of significant uncertainty: assets have re-priced, interest rates
have dropped, and market volatility has increased. As a result,

For the purposes of this report, we focus our analysis on our base

Wealth Managers’ underlying revenue drivers face significant chal-

case, “Recession and rebound”. However, the high levels of uncer-

lenges.

tainty in the macroeconomic outlook increase the importance of
developing flexible planning approaches for Wealth Managers.

The duration of the pandemic, the policy response, and the extent to
which it causes lasting economic damage is uncertain. As a result, we

At most Wealth Managers, strategic planning and budgeting pro-

have modelled three scenarios for the growth of HNW wealth over

cesses are behind the times, relying on resource-intensive, often dis-

the next five years:

connected manual processes. Given the uncertain outlook, these

MORGAN STANLEY RESEARCH
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processes have taken on increased importance from management

Our base case sees that growth will return, but from a lower

teams and regulators asking for answers to important what-if ques-

base, supported by emerging markets

tions. This exacerbates the demand on already-burdened resources
and puts management teams at risk of flying blind.

While we expect growth will ultimately return, it will be from a lower
base following a contraction in 2020. Our base case projects 5 per-

Given this rapidly evolving landscape, the planning infrastructure

cent annualized wealth growth for the next 5 years. This represents

that informs management agendas must adapt to be equally nimble.

a marked decline from the 7 percent annual growth seen in the last

This requires a shift from static forecasting approaches to a contin-

five years, reflecting the significant impact of Covid-19.

uous planning process where forecasts are constantly up to date. It
also requires investment in integrated planning infrastructure,

Exhibit 15:

bringing forecasting models and calculations online to enable driv-

Global HNW wealth by major region - base case (2018-2024, USD

ers-based analysis of internal and external impacts to the business –

Trillion)

for example, those outlined later in this report. To move forward,

101

Wealth managers should assess their current planning capabilities,

5
5
6

accelerate their in-flight capability upgrades, and define a long-term
path to transform their planning approaches.

2

79
72
3
4
4

2

3
4
4
8

2

76
2
3
4
4

19-20E'
Growth

19-24E'
Growth

North America

-5%

4%

11

Western Europe

-3%

3%

16

China

-3%

10%

Other APAC

-4%

6%

Middle East &
Africa

-5%

5%

Japan

-1%

3%

Latin America

-7%

7%

Eastern Europe

-5%

5%

Total

-4%

5%

8
8

10
10

Our base case sees global HNW wealth lose more than a year of

9

growth vs. pre-Covid-19 forecasts

11

11

13

11

36
35

In our base case we expect global HNW wealth to fall by 4 percent

32

44

or $3.1 trillion in 2020 before rebounding to growth in 2021. Oliver
Wyman’s pre-Covid-19 estimates saw wealth growing consistently at

2018

2019

2020E

2024E

Source: Oliver Wyman Wealth Management Model

6 percent from 2019 onward, with HNW wealth reaching $85 trillion
in 2020. Our base case now projects wealth to reach only $83 trillion
in 2021. As a result, we expect Covid-19 to represent roughly one lost

As in pre-Covid-19 forecasts, we continue to project significant varia-

year of wealth growth.

tion in wealth growth between regions. As equity markets have fallen
due to the economic impacts from the pandemic and collapsing

Exhibit 14:

global oil prices, we expect steep declines in HNW wealth in North

Global HNW wealth: base, bull, and bear cases vs. pre-Covid-19 esti-

America and Latin America where wealth levels are most strongly

mate (2019-2024, USD Trillion)

linked to equity markets.

Pre-Covid-19 estimate

Base Case

Bull Case

Bear Case

$110

As expected, these impacts to HNW wealth will have a knock-on
effect on Wealth Manager AUM. While industry AUM grew 7 percent

$100

annually in developed markets in the five years prior to Covid-19, we
expect slowed growth of 3-4 percent annually in these markets from

$90

2019-24. We expect lower asset performance will be coupled with
dampened NNM due to bankruptcies and muted executive pay.

$80

$70
2019
2020
2021
Source: Oliver Wyman Wealth Management model

2022

2023

2024

Note: Pre-Covid-19 estimate made based on inputs (GDP growth, asset performance, etc.) retrieved at
year-end 2019. Post-Covid-19 forecast based on inputs retrieved beginning of April 2020. Source: Oliver
Wyman Wealth Management Model

Within developed markets, we expect asset performance to drive
North American growth ahead of Western Europe and Japan, in spite
of strains from a lower savings rate which are expected to cause
North American NNM growth to trail other developed markets. In the
medium to long-term, as HNW wealth resumes its growth trajectory,
our base case favors emerging markets.
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Exhibit 16:
AUM performance vs. NNM – base case (2019-2024 CAGR, percent of AUM)
Developed markets

Emerging markets

12%

9%
8%

7%
6%

5%

4%
3%
1%

North America

2%

3%

3%

3%

6%

4%
3%

3%

3%

4%
3%

2%
1%

Western Europe

2%

1%

Japan

China
NNM

Other APAC

Latin America
Asset performance

Middle East & Africa

Eastern Europe

AUM growth

Source:
Oliver
Wyman
Wealth
Management
model
Source
Oliver
Wyman
Wealth
Management
Model

Emerging market AUM growth will slow in the short-term, but we

Exhibit 17:

expect a stronger rebound relative to developed markets driven pri-

Margin trends by revenue line (2015-Q1 2020, indexed to 100 in 2015,

marily by NNM. We project NNM growth of 4-9 percent per annum

sample of leading Wealth Managers)

for emerging markets as opposed to 1-2 percent per annum for developed markets. High rates of NNM in emerging markets are attributable to two factors: new investable wealth creation due to overall
GDP growth, accounting for the majority of NNM, and HNW investors increasing the share of investable assets placed with Wealth
Managers. Complementing the uplift from NNM, we expect higher
asset performance for emerging markets AUM, reflecting greater risk
premia for assets in these geographies.
The concentration of AUM growth in emerging markets will have a

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

meaningful impact on priorities for the industry. Notably, global
Wealth Managers should continue to assess opportunities to participate in emerging market growth and, in particular, growth in China.

Fees and commissions have been significantly pressured in recent
years due to increasing competition and greater transparency

The full impact of Covid-19 on industry economics is yet to show,

requirements. While F&C margins saw a strong uptick in Q1, this was

and while wealth management remains an attractive industry,

because fees were yet to fully reflect the market sell-off, which only

management teams should prepare for a more challenging rev-

began in late March. In the longer term, we expect F&C margins to

enue outlook in the near term

continue to shrink due to significant structural headwinds. Most
notably, we anticipate increased competition among Wealth

We expect Wealth Managers’ gross revenue margins to continue to

Managers will lead to more aggressive pricing while the shift towards

fall at an industry level as Covid-19 accelerates the decline in net

larger mandates, a traditionally lower margin business, will provide

interest income (NII) margins, while the structural forces com-

further headwinds.

pressing fee and commission (F&C) margins and trading margins are
sustained. Wealth Managers’ Q1 2020 results, although not a perfect

NII margins, which have served as the strongest anchor for Wealth

proxy given that the pandemic arrived in March, can help inform the

Manager returns over the past five years, began to falter at the end

long-term outlook.

of 2019 due to falling interest rates. NII margins declined further in
Q1 on the back of central bank actions, surging deposit levels, and
negative loan growth as a result of Covid-19. We expect continued
pressure on NII, particularly for players with high USD exposure in the

MORGAN STANLEY RESEARCH
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zero-rate environment. Over the longer term, we expect loan growth

Management teams must act now to position their business to

to resume and loan-to-deposit ratios to stabilize as market volatility

shine after the storm

normalizes. As such, we expect NII margin pressure to be partially
relieved on a five-year horizon, particularly given the likelihood of

Wealth Managers have previously benefited from strong growth in

rate hikes once the pandemic has faded.

HNW client wealth, which has offset declining margins and masked
operating model inefficiencies. While we expect wealth growth to

Trading margins saw a noticeable uptick in Q1 on the back of signifi-

resume after this lost year, Covid-19 has led to significant AUM

cant market volatility which resulted in higher client activity and a

declines in the short-term and reinforced margin challenges in the

surge in demand for structured products and hedging solutions. In

long-term. With tailwinds from wealth growth gone for the imme-

particular, demand for instruments with downside protection drove

diate future, Wealth Managers need to act now to position their busi-

significant growth in transaction revenues. As market volatility

ness for growth in the “new normal”.

reduces, we expect trading margins to fall below pre-Covid-19 levels
as competitive pressure from zero commissions accelerates and
expands beyond North America.
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Emerging from Covid-19, we see three primary dimensions for man-

Exhibit 18 shows measures of different types of digital engagement

agement teams to consider, with leaders able to successfully act

during the crisis, far in excess of what they were prior to the pan-

across all three:

demic.

l Adapt to the new normal by rolling out new advice delivery

Exhibit 18:

models and accelerating digital use cases

Digital engagement for select leading Wealth Managers (Q1 2020)

l Defend business economics by finding operating leverage

through improved approaches to cost
l Consolidate share and drive growth via differentiated product

offerings and inorganic opportunities

Adapt to the new normal
Build the advice delivery model of the future today
with RMs firmly at the center

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

The existing advice delivery model has proved somewhat resilient. In
particular large bank-owned Wealth Managers have found greater
success leveraging advice delivery channel upgrades made over

Covid-19 highlighted the constraints of the existing advice

recent years.

delivery model
Yet the Covid-19 crisis has also exposed the model’s limitations. The
The extraordinary levels of uncertainty and severe market turmoil

rise in client engagement during the turmoil has stressed the

prompted by Covid-19 have highlighted the importance and value of

capacity of RMs specifically in smaller independent Wealth

high-quality human advice. Clients have sought increasing levels of

Managers that have had more difficulty serving clients due to a lack

reassurance during this turbulent period, which has drawn on RMs’

of remote working protocols and digital client engagement infra-

capacity as financial experts and as trusted advisors. Even prior to

structure, causing RMs to operate at their capacity limits. Self-serve

Covid-19, more than 85 percent of HNW investors polled in a proprie-

channels like self-directed trading and portfolio monitoring have

tary Oliver Wyman survey said they valued the ability to talk with an

helped to pick up the slack but have often lacked the appropriate

advisor. By contrast, less than a third of these respondents valued

functionality to be fully effective.

advice delivered via robo-advisors. The surge in complexity, diversity
and urgency of client requests has only underscored the value of

Wealth Managers need to design the advice delivery model of the

having access to human advisors, given the challenges of servicing

future which will have to be omni-channel, marrying the expertise

bespoke requests without human support.

and emotional reassurance provided by an RM, with the efficiency,
convenience and scalability of digital. It will need to be flexible

Covid-19 has also represented a forced transition to remote ways of

according to client preferences and with seamless handoffs between

working and required advice and information to be delivered through

channels.

multiple channels. Video conferences have replaced face-to-face
meetings for client discussions and financial planning. Clients have
also increasingly engaged through digital ‘self-serve’ channels such
as apps, websites and live chat to access information.

MORGAN STANLEY RESEARCH
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The advice delivery model of the future will be RM-centered, but

Wealth Managers need to build the advice delivery model of the

omni-channel

future today

We strongly believe that the human RM will remain central to the

Wealth Managers need to take a number of actions with regard to

client relationship and to delivering a strong Wealth Management

advice delivery:

experience. However, there will be a step change as clients emerge
from the pandemic with their muscle memory for digital and remote

1. Develop a channel strategy – Wealth Managers should

interactions intact, with many recognizing and preferring the conve-

begin by identifying the key client personas they serve

nience of remote channels for routine business.

today and the ones they intend to serve in the future, for
example millennial tech-wealth or older generations pre-

Face-to-face interactions will remain crucial for building deep,

paring for wealth transfer. Wealth Managers must evaluate

trusted relationships, but their usage frequency will decrease as we

the needs of each persona and the role of each channel in

expect video conferencing to be a growing medium for more frequent

fulfilling these needs in the target-state, then determine

check-ins with RMs. We also expect the usage of phone calls and

how each channel can be developed or improved to do

emails to decrease as live chat, website, and app services grow in

this. This is not just about digital channels and could

sophistication and functionality, and clients increasingly use these

include, for example, guidance on when RMs should speak

self-serve channels to monitor portfolios and valuations, conduct

directly to their clients, and when clients should be

simple transactions, or receive technical support.

referred to client support professionals.
2. Further accelerate digital use cases – given its importance,

CIO organizations within Wealth Managers will also leverage webi-

this topic is discussed later in this report. The channel

nars and presentations, either for cohorts of like-minded clients, or

strategy will emphasize the need to build or improve

open to all, to present investment ideas. This will increase client
engagement and enable them to more efficiently use portfolio managers’ time.

existing digital channels
3. Enact change in RM behaviors – successful strategies will

segment clients according to their channel preferences and
will encourage RMs to adapt their behaviors accordingly.

Our anticipated use of channels by clients in 2024 and their potential

This will require rigorous client segmentation and training

role is highlighted in Exhibit 19 .

and may involve the migration towards persona-specific
advisor and client service teams
4. Offer differentiated propositions and pricing – Wealth

Exhibit 19:
Anticipated use of Wealth Managers’ advice delivery channels (2024)
• Providing key portfolio updates
• Discussing changes to strategies
• Real-time portfolio monitoring
• Conducting transactions
• Supporting and conducting
transactions
• Clarifying questions

Email

Webinars
5%

Website

• Presenting investment trends
• Marketing to potential clients

5%
25%

10%

Application
• Real-time portfolio monitoring
• Conducting transactions

oping separate, graduated digital-led propositions for
lower value clients that cannot be profitably served by the
existing model

Live chat
10%
Phone

20%
15%

Face to face
• Building personal relationships
• Defining financial objectives

Video conferencing
• Deepening personal relationships
• Modifying financial objectives

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

We acknowledge that clients will vary significantly in their channel
preferences, which will be related to client age, geography, sophistication, attitude and investment complexity. Certain client segments
will be hesitant or disinclined to transition to a new means of communication, whereas others will demand it. Yet the direction of travel is

18

based on channel preferences and use, and consider devel-

10%

• Providing detailed advice
• Answering ad-hoc questions

clear.

Managers should consider developing differentiated pricing

Overall, to win in the future state, Wealth Managers must invest in
digital advice delivery channels and redesign the client experience to
enable a multi-channel approach with seamless handoffs between
channels.

M
Accelerate digital implementation efforts to improve
effectiveness in the new operating environment
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Exhibit 20:
Average number of iOS mobile application updates by type of institution (2019)
~50

Wealth Managers have had varying levels of success in their digitization efforts, but lag behind retail banks
Wealth Managers have pursued a broad array of digital use cases
~17

over the recent years, but investments have been made on a somewhat opportunistic basis, without a clear view of their expected

~12
~7

~8

Pure-play Wealth
Manager Apps

Wealth Apps

impact or a framework for measuring success, and with limited ability
to articulate an overall digital strategy. Some success has been
achieved on the back of their digital efforts in recent years. For
example, significant progress has been made in digitizing the advice

Retail Apps

Digital-only Retail
Bank Apps

Digital-only Wealth
Apps

Universal Banks

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

value chain, improving the experience for both RMs and end clients.
Though Wealth Management and retail banking clients have distinct
Despite these successes, Wealth Managers have showcased little

use cases, Wealth Managers that are a part of universal banking

consistency in digital use case prioritization and implementation to

groups can significantly benefit from their retail divisions’ digital

date. The industry’s technological capabilities remain immature rela-

advancements. They can leverage the retail division’s core use cases,

tive to other financial services industries, especially in comparison to

customize where appropriate, and reduce future costs by co-building

retail banks. Improvement in retail banks’ client-facing digital capabil-

common use cases, thereby freeing up investment budget to develop

ities has been driven by evolving client expectations and a strong

those use cases that are truly Wealth Management specific.

need to reduce cost-to-serve to protect profitability. Wealth
Managers have not yet experienced similar levels of urgency. As a

Wealth Managers need to develop a framework to effectively

result, their digital offerings are less well-developed.

prioritize their digital investments

We can demonstrate this by looking at the number of updates institu-

Covid-19 has significantly increased client digital engagement along

tions make to their mobile applications, which represents a reason-

the value chain and provided Wealth Managers with rich data to

able proxy for the level of effort and focus devoted to digital across

understand which use cases clients truly value.

providers. The contrast, showcased by Exhibit 20 , between retail
banks and Wealth Managers, is stark – with retail banks updating

Therefore, Wealth Managers need to take a step back to assess their

their applications almost twice as frequently as pure-play Wealth

as-is and future state digital portfolio. Achieving best-in-class digital

Managers in 2019. For universal banks with both a retail bank and

experiences at each step of the value chain remains unfeasible for any

Wealth Management division, on average, retail applications are

Wealth Manager given capital and resource constraints. Hence,

updated almost 50 percent more frequently than the Wealth

Wealth Managers need to prioritize the use cases that are most

Management applications. As retail banks continue to pour effort

valued and impactful for their end clients or RMs, so they can deliver

into their digital offerings to improve the end-client experience, cli-

the biggest bang for the buck.

ents will naturally expect a similar level of experience from their
Wealth Managers. However, both groups lag significantly behind

We have developed a proprietary prioritization framework, Exhibit

online-only banks and pure-play digital challengers, who have robust

21 , to support this evaluation. We consider client usage frequency

development pipelines to fix bugs and introduce new functionality

and impact on customer experience as the two primary dimensions.

on up to a weekly basis.

The use cases that can deliver transformational impact are those that
significantly improve the client experience and with which they
interact frequently.
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Exhibit 21:
Prioritization framework to assess digital use cases (theoretical
example)
High impact, low frequency

High impact, high frequency

Defend business economics
Deliver positive operating leverage through improved
approaches to cost

Lead generation and conversion
tracking

Intelligent advice engine

Direct trading

Impact on experience

BLUEPAPER

Direct link to advisor via preferred
channel

With ongoing cost journeys struggling to produce positive operating leverage, we see potential for leaders to reduce CIR by 12

Digital onboarding (cross- border)
Global client portal

Automatic portfolio
rebalancing

Secure document transfer

percentage points
With Covid-19 dampening the outlook for AUM and revenue growth,
Wealth Managers faced with challenged profitability will need to
address their cost bases in order to protect economics. This will dic-

Q&A guided KYC

View statements and
documents online

Low impact, low frequency

Beyond this, players should focus on unlocking additional value by
Low impact, high frequency

streamlining delivery of group services and enacting transformative
changes to their operating models and IT infrastructure.

Usage frequency
Client use-cases

tate an immediate focus on residual short-term tactical cost cuts.

RM use-cases

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Most players across the industry have been focused on cost for some
time, and many Wealth Managers are already on multi-year cost jour-

Of course, Wealth Managers also need to evaluate use cases against

neys. While the levers available to reduce costs are well known, suc-

the cost and complexity to implement. The more innovative Wealth

cess in actioning these levers has been mixed, with many players

Managers frequently use partnerships to minimize development

encountering implementation challenges. A representative sample

costs and accelerate implementation timelines. For example, an

from Oliver Wyman’s proprietary database demonstrates the diffi-

Asian Wealth Manager partnered with a technology company to use

culty Wealth Managers have had in generating positive operating

its chatbot technology to enable automated client communications,

leverage. Between 2015 and 2019, most players saw costs and reve-

increasing client self-service while avoiding substantial in-house

nues grow broadly in line, despite a significant number undertaking

development cost. As another example, a consortium of smaller

publicly announced major cost-cutting programs during the same

Wealth Managers have partnered with a technology and infrastruc-

time period. That this occurred in a period in which the industry

ture provider to enhance their cloud-computing capabilities and

enjoyed structural tailwinds in terms of strong NNM and asset

improve performance of their client-facing mobile applications on an

growth further emphasizes the difficulty of successfully becoming

accelerated timeline.

leaner.

Wealth Managers also need to consider how the implementation of

Exhibit 22:

their digital portfolio will position them against peers. Chief Digital

Revenue growth vs. cost growth (2015 -2019, percent YoY, sampling of

Officers need to engage senior management with a digital planning

Wealth Managers)

framework that simulates different future states based on risks

16%

taken today and enables Wealth Managers to understand how each

12%

Finally, Wealth Managers need to develop a comprehensive impact
framework to measure digital use case success. Success can be
defined in a number of ways, like client engagement, satisfaction,
direct revenue uplift, or cost savings. Wealth Managers need to be
clear on their definition and choose consistent metrics, such as
number of log-ins, promoter score, RM time saving, or product revenue created through the use case. Such a framework will allow for
smarter prioritization of the various competing digital opportunities
and other business priorities.
20

Annual revenue growth

scenario positions them relative to peers and client preferences.

14%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
-2%
-4%
-6%
-8%
-8%

-6%

-4%

-2%

0%

2%

4%

Annual cost growth
Source:
Oliver
Wyman
analysis
Source:
Oliver
Wyman
analysis
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8%

10%

12%
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Exhibit 23:
Cost-income ratio impact by category through improved approaches to cost (gross percentage point change)
Cost savings

Revenue uplift
-12 pp

78%
- 4 pp
- 3 pp

- 2 pp
- 3 pp

Average CIR
Description

1. Tactical cost costs

2. Streamlined group
service delivery

3. Transforming the operating model

Initiatives focused on cutting
direct costs

•

Streamlining internal service
delivery for group functions

•

Simplified operating models and
upgraded IT infrastructure

•

Revenue uplift from IT &
Operations efficiency

•

Potential levers include reducing
management layers, optimized RM
headcount, decreased front office
support headcount, and reduced
third party spend (e.g. market
data)

•

Savings achieved by working with
functional heads (e.g. risk) to
simplify services

•

Cost savings from rationalized
vendor base and increased
operational efficiency (e.g. lower
back office headcount, fewer
fines)

•

Drivers include:

‐

Increased wallet share via
heightened RM productivity and
enhanced client targeting

‐

Reduced RM turnover

Covid-19 has also increased focus
on right-sizing real estate

End state CIR

Wallet share and RM churn

IT & Operations efficiency

•

•

66%

Note: This exhibit isolates the direct impact from targeted efficiency plays and does not incorporate other changes to industry revenues. Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Looking ahead, Wealth Managers will need to exercise a disciplined

Most initiatives will likely focus on the usual levers which include:

approach to cost in order to effectively and consistently generate
positive operating leverage and improve cost income ratios. We see

l Removal of excessive management layers – today’s best-in-

three key focus areas across the short and medium term for achieving

class global leaders operate with only three to four levels of

this outcome:

management
l Optimization of RM headcount – through right-sizing of geo-

1. Tactical cost cuts (short term)

graphic footprint and selective managing out of underper-

2. Streamlined group service delivery (short to medium term)

formers

3. Transforming the operating model (medium term)

We estimate that the industry can reduce average cost income ratios
by up to 12 percentage points, through a combination of targeted efficiency plays and directly related revenue uplift opportunities.
Opportunity size will vary based on a variety of factors including
operational complexity and the degree of completion on current cost

l Reduction in front office support headcount – through greater

sharing of sales support and automation of manual functions,
such as fielding client requests
l Procurement review of third-party spend – focusing on high-

value contracts managed directly by the business such as
market data

journeys. For example, for players in the United States, this will generally mean greater opportunity given the higher starting point of

These measures often face challenges along multiple fronts,

cost income ratios which remain well above the 78 percent global

including cultural resistance, which is why they have not yet been

average for some players.

fully exhausted by the industry. Covid-19 has also introduced opportunities to take tactical cost cutting further in some areas. For

Tactical cost cuts

example, while T&E expenses will be undoubtedly lower in 2020 due
to lockdowns, Wealth Managers can reduce longer-term T&E costs

Despite recent efforts to address the additional complexity created

by leveraging remote advice delivery channels, as described later in

following the global financial crisis, there remains ample room for

this report.

Wealth Managers to pursue further tactical cost cutting initiatives.
While tactical cost cutting efforts during the past decade have

Streamlined group service delivery

achieved some success, reducing the total opportunity size moving
forward, we estimate that further tactical cost initiatives could lower

We estimate 3 percentage points in cost income ratio improvement

cost income ratios by 4 percentage points. In particular, for players

can be unlocked through streamlined group service delivery from

that have not yet aggressively pursued cost cutting programs, there

second line functions, like Finance, HR, Legal and Operations. This is

is still significant value to be realized.

an under-explored area for most Wealth Managers, which have tradi-
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tionally been focused on revenue growth and direct cost, rather than

Exhibit 24:

seeking to optimize service delivery and indirect cost.

Typical underlying cost drivers to be discussed by internal function
Internal function

Several dynamics make indirect costs difficult to address. Wealth

% total cost base

Marketing

1-5%

Risk & Compliance

3-5%

Managers that are part of a group, often struggle to receive a clear
rationale for cost allocations and understand the levers for reducing

Operations & IT

10-25%

reducing indirect costs must also include a thorough review of business requirements and comes at the expense of reduced service
delivery.
Despite these hurdles, Wealth Managers can meaningfully reduce

contribute to cost. Successful engagement will involve constructive

• Number of marketing events
• Complexity and breadth of product suite
• Number of countries with active operations
• Diversity of application base
• Location of cyber security and tech services teams
• Number of countries with active operations

Property, Facilities,
& Other

5-15%

Finance

1-5%

HR

1-5%

• Office footprint
• Travel spend, catering, and hospitality
• Customization in financial reporting
• Systems maturity and sophistication
• Number of countries with active operations

their short-term to medium-term cost base by engaging their group
service delivery providers in understanding how strategic decisions

• Level of direct marketing support and advertising

• Complexity and breadth of product suite

underlying drivers of cost. Additionally, most centralized services
have been developed as a result of historical business needs, so

Typical underlying drivers of cost to be discussed

• Self-serve ability of individual business units
• RM recruitment needs

Legal

1-3%

• Complexity and breadth of product suite
• Use of external counsel

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

discussions on where services should be performed, such as within
the Wealth Management unit or within functional groups, in order to
maximize efficiency. Similarly, conversations should focus on which

Transforming the operating model

services provided are critical vs. ‘nice-to-have’, and where there are
product or service complexities which do not stand-up against rig-

Transformations to operating models and associated IT infrastruc-

orous cost-benefit analysis.

ture can drive the most meaningful improvements to Wealth
Managers’ bottom lines, with the potential to decrease cost income

For example, bespoke client and RM reporting requests have led to

ratios by 5 percentage points over a multi-year horizon. Although

a proliferation of customized reporting, placing a high burden on

these initiatives represent the most significant lever available for

operations teams. While some customization may be value additive,

Wealth Managers to drive profitability, they also present the most

especially for high-value and mostly UHNW clients, not all would

significant challenges to effective execution.

clear the cost-benefit hurdle when analyzed closely. Similarly,
Wealth Managers’ willingness to serve the needs of a minority of cli-

Historically, increasing business scope for Wealth Managers has

ents through complex products often drives an increased opera-

translated into greater operational demands and oftentimes tangled

tional burden on the risk function that outweighs top line benefit.

IT infrastructure. The ratio of RMs to support staff headcount can
serve as a litmus test for operational inefficiency. While industry

Covid-19 has also brought real estate of Wealth Managers in the

leaders currently maintain a one to three staffing ratio between RMs

spotlight as an additional lever. The current crisis could prompt some

and front-office support staff, other Wealth Managers operate with

Wealth Managers to reduce physical office presence, depending on

a ratio of one to six or more. Though this benchmark can vary based

the ability of the business to work remotely. Savings on real estate

on scale and complexity, most Wealth Managers rely on costly and

costs could be applied to fund part of the digital agenda, specifically

time-consuming manual interventions to fill gaps where systems and

investments that expand or enhance the advice delivery model.

processes are failing.

These are just a few examples, and in our experience, there are many

Operating models and IT infrastructure have evolved over time to

more, as outlined in Exhibit 24 . Wealth Managers who engage with

become inextricably linked. Networks of processes and underlying

functional groups to understand the drivers of allocated costs and

technology have grown in complexity, which has ultimately become

align on a course of action to minimize these costs will unlock the full

unwieldy and difficult to unravel. In turn, this operational complexity

savings potential. Success demands new ways of working including

has introduced significant pain points for RMs and clients, decreasing

co-design across stakeholder groups and agile project management

RM effectiveness and increasing turnover, with a direct impact on

so as to reduce burden on internal functions.

Wealth Managers’ bottom lines.
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Although transformations to operating models and IT infrastructure

Exhibit 26:

have the potential to deliver significant improvement for both reve-

API-led transformation approach

nues and costs, these programs are a complex undertaking for any

Legacy, monolithic
architecture

High-value
priorities

API-enabled
target state

player. Large-scale technology programs also face a great deal of
Front End

skepticism both internally and externally. As outlined in Exhibit 25 ,
a proprietary Oliver Wyman survey found that 37 percent of inves-

Front End

Front End

API

API

3rd party
services

tors across banks felt that agendas for these transformations lacked
both clarity and credibility. Similarly, only 25 percent of investors
expressed confidence that these technology transformations would

Back End

Back End

Back End

effectively drive value. Some of this reputation is deserved based on
track records for large programs, like re-platforming core banking

Source: DMW group

systems, which tend to be overwhelming and unable to meet stakeholder expectations. They also introduce significant risk to the busi-

Identifying the highest-value areas for development is a critical step

ness in terms of profitability and corporate reputation. However,

in this process. The crux for Wealth Managers is in identifying the

there are alternatives to re-platforming that allow Wealth Managers

investments that will drive RM effectiveness and increase both RM

to significantly improve front-end capabilities while also reducing

and end client satisfaction, which is not easily done with current man-

CIR and minimizing risk.

agement information.

Exhibit 25:

While many Wealth Managers currently have a reporting process to
surface individual KPIs related to operational efficiency, few have uni-

Investor survey on technology transformations
Do you feel that most banks have articulated a
clear and credible agenda when it comes to costs,
benefits, and timelines for technology
transformations?
0%
Yes - clear and
credible

37%
No - not clear
and not credible

How confident are you that banks’ technology
transformation strategies will be effective?

fied these metrics to provide a holistic view of their technology and
operational landscape. For example, while RM exit interviews can be

38%
Skeptical

25%
Confident

an important source of information for RM pain-points, these are
rarely combined with other data like failure rates and platform utilization metrics to build a front-to-back picture of problem areas.
Wealth Managers will need to aggregate these key metrics across
operations, IT, and the front-office as part of an ongoing, systematic
process for senior leadership to review performance and invest in the
right operating model improvements.

63%
Somewhat - clear but lacks
credibility

37%
Too soon to tell

Source: Oliver Wyman and Procensus investor survey, November 2019

Managed effectively, operating model transformations can drive top
line growth through increased wallet share, a biproduct of both
heightened RM productivity and improved effectiveness in targeting

API-led transformations offer the best route to quickly upgrade tech-

services to individual clients. Additional revenue uplift can be

nology capabilities. In the example in Exhibit 26 , an analysis of busi-

expected from lower RM turnover as a result of increased job satis-

ness value by Oliver Wyman’s specialist technology partner DMW

faction. We expect meaningful cost savings to also accompany these

determines where delivery teams use APIs to open up monolithic,

transformations as Wealth Managers rationalize their vendor base

legacy systems. The end state provides an API-enabled architecture

and reduce charges related to operational inefficiencies, like low-

to generate new capabilities, delivers an improved experience to cli-

ering headcount, increasing productivity and minimizing fines.

ents and introduces the ability to leverage third parties to innovate,
such as performing enhanced data analysis or utilizing standard services at a reduced cost.
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Exhibit 27:
Taxonomy of sustainable investing approach
Level of direct ESG impact
Sustainable investing
ESG screening

Emerging niche strategies
ESG Integration

Negative screening (exclusions)

Positive or norms-based
screening

ESG integration to manage risks
and identify opportunities

ESG integration for sustainability
and responsibility

Exclusion of companies or
sectors from the investment
universe based on the specific
criteria (e.g. aversion to tobacco,
oil)

Focusing on investments in
companies complying with
international norms or performing
better than peers against ESG
criteria

Consideration of qualitative ESG
criteria in investment process
alongside financial analysis, to
assess long-term risk and
opportunities of assets

Integration of ESG criteria in
investment decision-making to
assess companies behaving in
sustainable and responsible way

Thematic investing

Impact investing

Focusing on investments relating
to specific environmental or
social themes

Investing with the intention of
generating positive social and/or
environmental impact

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Consolidate share and drive growth
Develop differentiated propositions to protect and
grow revenues

We estimate that HNW clients had ~$4 trillion invested in sustainable investments at the end of 2019. This growth has been due to a
number of factors, including an increasing awareness and concern for
global sustainability challenges, in particular climate change and a
changing investor landscape with a new, younger generation of clients. Perhaps most importantly, there is a growing body of evidence

As a reaction to the challenged industry growth outlook, Wealth

that clients can build portfolios with positive ESG attributes without

Managers must develop differentiated propositions to protect and

compromising investment returns. One such example is a recent

increase their revenue base.

Morningstar report that analyzed returns from stocks over a 10-year
period and concluded that clients can build global ESG-aligned port-

We see four ways in which management teams can do this.

folios without sacrificing risk or returns.

Strengthen sustainable investing offerings to grow
wallet with a highly attractive and often younger client
segment

This growth has not been uniform across regions however, and in particular we see that European HNW clients have the highest allocations to sustainable investments at 11-15 percent of their portfolios,
with North America and APAC allocations lower at 6-10 percent and

We expect HNW sustainable investments to grow by 18 percent

1-5 percent respectively.

annually to a total of $9 trillion by 2024, primarily due to growing
interest from the next generation of clients. The Covid-19 pandemic

Exhibit 28:

may well accelerate this growth as existing clients further engage

HNW sustainable investments as a proportion of total assets by region

with the broader societal impact of their investments. This increased

(2019)
11 - 15%

interest has not gone unnoticed by Wealth Managers, however, most
of their sustainable investing offerings are to-date relatively simplistic. Wealth Managers need to develop a more sophisticated prop-

6 - 10%

osition to differentiate themselves and to capture a larger wallet

~ 5%

share of attractive and often younger client segment.

1 - 5%

HNW client interest in sustainable investments has grown
steadily, a trend we see accelerating in the coming years

Global
Total HNW
sustainable
assets (USD)

~ 4 TN

Europe

North America

APAC

~ 1 - 2 TN

~ 2 - 4 TN

~ 0.2 - 1 TN

Source: GSIA, Oliver Wyman Wealth Management Model

The term “sustainable investing” encompasses a number of different
types of investment strategies. In this report we include strategies
from across the spectrum, from negative-screening to the integra-

The structural drivers supporting growth will persist. The next gen-

tion of environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors, through

eration of clients, who are on average more interested in sustainable

to impact investing.

investing than previous generations, will become an increasingly
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important demographic for Wealth Managers. The active discussion

Exhibit 30:

around companies’ contributions to wider society and in particular

Role of Wealth Managers in sustainable investing

climate change will only continue, and we expect existing clients to
show greater consideration for how their investments impact and
contribute to society, in addition to generating a financial return.

1

Educate clients by upskilling advisors to
discuss sustainable investing strategies and
options

2

Assist clients by incorporating sustainable
investing into goal-setting and scenario-planning
processes

3

Invest client assets in sustainable products that
are manufactured internally or sourced through
trusted partners

4

Measure investment impact through
development of reports using third-party or
proprietary impact metrics

Client

Further, the Covid-19 pandemic may well accelerate interest in the
objectives and impact of investments beyond pure portfolio return.
We therefore project sustainable investments to grow by 18 percent
each year to a total of $9 trillion by 2024.
Exhibit 29:

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Projected HNW sustainable investments growth (2019-2024, USD tril-

To start, Wealth Managers can help clients define their sustainable

lion)
~ 9 TN
HNW sustainable
investments CAGR

investing goals and objectives. Are they looking for strategies that
screen out poorly performing companies, or consider ESG factors as

+18%

part of broader investment criteria? Does the whole portfolio need
to be sustainable, or just part of it? Is the investor interested in

~ 4 TN

“impact” investing? In this part of the process Wealth Managers
should communicate to clients the data they use and how it is factored into decision-making.

Percent of total
HNW assets

2019

2024E

~5%

~10%

Source: Oliver Wyman Wealth Management model

Wealth Managers can then help clients implement these goals and
objectives in their portfolio. As previously mentioned, this is where
progress has already been made, but Wealth Managers can go further in providing a product offering that covers the breadth of asset

Many Wealth Managers have responded to this increased investor

classes and sustainable investing approaches clients wish to use.

interest by developing sustainable investing propositions. Most
progress has been made in developing sustainable-badged invest-

In particular, we expect some Wealth Managers to offer specific

ment portfolios, which typically use a combination of screening

investment opportunities to clients who are looking to make a tan-

approaches and ESG-labelled funds. Yet these approaches are often

gible impact beyond financial return. This is often referred to as

relatively simplistic, and do not seek to embed investor’s sustain-

“impact investing”. Wealth Managers looking to lead in this area

ability goals in either the planning or reporting phases of the invest-

should leverage their institutional relationships to source proprie-

ment process. In our view, no Wealth Manager has yet developed a

tary investment opportunities from which clients can choose, based

truly market leading end-to-end sustainable investment proposition.

on the themes with most relevance to them. Finally, Wealth
Managers can report on key metrics, including their own proprietary

Wealth Managers can play four main roles to help clients invest

metrics that they have developed, to demonstrate the impact along-

sustainably

side the financial performance of clients’ investments. For example,
Wealth Managers can allow clients to set goals and receive specific

We see the potential for clear leaders to emerge if they develop dif-

reports on impact investments, like the number of micro-loans

ferentiated offerings that can recognize client needs and assist cli-

extended, while also reporting on other sustainability metrics on a

ents throughout their sustainable investment journey, from initial

portfolio level, like carbon-offset achieved.

advisory to the investment process to tracking and reporting of
impact. Particularly, we see four broad roles that Wealth Managers

Beyond developing investment capabilities, it is also crucial for

can play.

Wealth Managers to effectively brand their offerings to establish
ownership of the space. This may lead to a positive impact on flows
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as clients consolidate wallet with perceived champions in the space.

In the short-term, we expect investment allocations to private mar-

There is no one-size-fits all answer about how Wealth Managers

kets to remain stable, or even fall. The current market volatility on

should think about participating in the sustainable investing space:

the back of Covid-19 may limit clients’ appetite for investments that

Wealth Managers must consider their target clients, current capabili-

are by-definition illiquid, difficult to mark-to-market/compute NAVs,

ties, and ability to invest. Nevertheless, delivering a sophisticated

and with multi-year lock-up periods. However, we expect this to be a

sustainable investment proposition is crucial to enable them to cap-

temporary phenomenon, and in the medium-long term we expect

ture the growing share of client wallet that is moving towards sus-

UHNW investors to drive a significant rebound in demand.

tainable investing, and a key way in which they will be able to
differentiate themselves.

Our long-term outlook builds on our research that finds that UHNW
clients remain structurally under-invested in illiquid/alternative

Expand private markets offerings to recapture lost
UHNW wallet

assets relative to their target allocations. Principally, this has been
due to difficulties of accessing high-quality investment opportunities. Additionally, a recent survey by Preqin indicated that 92 percent

We project UHNW allocations to illiquids/alternatives will grow

of investors plan to maintain or increase their alternatives exposure

to $24 trillion by 2024

in the long term. As such, on a five-year horizon we anticipate robust
growth across regions in total alternative assets held by UHNW

UHNW investor interest in private market investments has grown

investors, with global allocations increasing to 43-45 percent of total

substantially in recent years, a trend we expect to continue despite

assets by 2024.

near-term headwinds from Covid-19. Over the next 5 years, we see
illiquid/alternative investments growing by 8 percent annually to

Exhibit 32:

$24 trillion by 2024.

UHNW Private Markets allocations (2019-2024, USD Trillion)
24 TN
+8% CAGR

Direct investments in illiquid/alternative asset classes are primarily
an opportunity relevant for UHNWs, given suitability challenges for
HNWs due to significant minimum capital commitments, long lock-up
periods, and regulations like AIFMD in Europe. Since 2012, UHNW clients have increased their allocation towards illiquid/alternative

16 TN
Rest of the world
Europe
APAC
North America

assets, which now represent 40 percent of their total investable
assets, or $16 trillion. Within this, direct real estate and direct private
markets investments represent the most significant sub-asset

Percent of total
UHNW assets

2019

2024E

40%

43-45%

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

classes.

Wealth Managers should develop more sophisticated and scal-

Exhibit 31:

able private markets offerings that, where possible, draw upon

UHNW asset allocations (2012-2019, USD Trillion)
40 TN

16TN

group capabilities

11%

Illiquid UHNW
wealth CAGR
20 TN

19%

40%

+13%

27%

60%
42%
65%

asset managers or offering selective direct investment opportunities
to their highest value clients, but on an opportunistic basis. This is not

Illiquid asset composition

2019

Illiquid/alternative asset classes

Hedge funds

Liquid asset classes

Private markets investments via funds
Direct private markets investments
Direct real estate

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

tive asset classes but have only partial offerings in place. These typically extend only to facilitating access to third-party alternatives

35%

2012

Most Wealth Managers recognize strong demand for illiquid/alterna-

enough for more sophisticated clients, who are choosing to source
investments directly.
The inability of Wealth Managers to consistently fill UHNW investors’ demand for illiquid/alternative assets has resulted in a significant loss of wallet share. As a result, Wealth Managers need to
develop more sophisticated private markets offerings that are scal-
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able to demand and will allow them to recapture the lost revenues

aging the deal origination and structuring capabilities from the

due to clients going direct.

investment bank, their own advisory and wealth structuring expertise, as well as financing where required, and the ability of the asset

To achieve this, Wealth Managers need to deliver ongoing access to

management division to package a solution where required and to

high quality direct investment opportunities as part of their standard

provide ongoing servicing and reporting.

UHNW propositions. Wealth Managers that are part of universal
banking groups, with in-house investment banking and asset man-

Below we show a case study on how these capabilities are leveraged

agement arms, are potentially best-placed to deliver a compelling

by a boutique European Private Bank for real estate investments. In

end-to-end private markets proposition, as these institutions have

addition to coordinating the other group business units, the Private

capabilities along the entire private markets investor journey.

Bank orchestrates the various external parties in the transactions.
This provides an additional means to form partnerships with com-

For these Wealth Managers, capturing the opportunity will be a

mercial intermediaries and agencies that can provide a pipeline of

cross-divisional play requiring strong collaboration across business

potential deals in the future, ultimately allowing the Private Bank to

units. A gold-standard offering would see Wealth Managers lever-

create an ecosystem around the opportunity space.

Case study: Private Banking real estate play
A European boutique private bank has combined cross-divisional capabilities in order to provide clients with an end-to-end
private markets real estate proposition. While financial advice and the end-to-end coordination of the transaction are handled
by the private bank, sourcing of real estate investment opportunities, manager selection, investment structuring, and
divestments are supported by the investment bank. Similarly, the asset management division assumes responsibility for
coordinating partner services such as property management and administration. As a result, the bank has seen strong inflows
into the proposition over the last 3 years.
Exhibit 33:
Overview of Real Estate Value Chain
Financial advice

Role

Leading
business
unit

Advise clients on asset
allocation

Private Bank

Origination

Source real-estate
investment opportunities

Due diligence

Structuring
& financing

Mgmt., servicing & reporting

Perform manager selection
or coordinate partners

Structure investment and
lending solutions

Provide access and
coordinate partners

Investment Bank

Asset Manager

Divestment

Support divestments of
holdings

Investment Bank

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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We see five archetypes for increased private markets participa-

truly holistic understanding of client needs and match this with the

tion, ranging from partnerships to integrated offerings

ability to find and thoroughly vet high quality investment opportunities. Wealth Managers can create additional value by creating a pro-

We see five operating model options for private market businesses

vider ecosystem across the value chain. Wealth Managers able to

under a Wealth Management umbrella, highlighted in Exhibit 34 .

develop a compelling, scalable offering will capture greater share of

These range from models that rely heavily on external partnerships

wallet and develop stronger relationships with their clients.

to models that are fully integrated.
Exhibit 34:
Overview of Wealth Managers operating models for accessing Private Markets
External partnerships

Internally integrated

External AM Partners
•

•

Clients of standalone Wealth Manager
offered privileged access to
investment products in the private
markets space
Product access provided via third
party Asset Manager with relevant
offerings

External IB Partners
•

Clients of standalone Wealth Manager
offered privileged access to
investment bank deal flow

•

Deal flow access provided via third
party, boutique investment bank

Ad Hoc Internal Collaboration

IB-Led Access

WM-Led Access

•

Clients offered access to private
markets space via collaboration
between all divisions (PB, IB, and AM)
within a universal banking group

•

Clients of Wealth Manager within
universal banking group channeled to
late stage financing and investment
opportunities

•

Clients of Wealth Manager within
universal banking group offered
access to full suite of bank’s
opportunities across private markets

•

Teams engage on an as needed basis
with collaboration initiated by any
party

•

Connection of clients with investment
opportunities led by private markets
team within the investment banking
division

•

Connection of clients with investment
opportunities led by dedicated team
within the Wealth Management
division

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

The relevant options vary for Wealth Managers according to whether
they are part of universal banking groups. For Wealth Managers that

Add protection offerings to defend Wealth Managers’
position at the center of client financial needs

are part of universal banking groups, we see three models for leveraging the internal capabilities of the bank. In the least integrated of

Developing a protection offering can allow Wealth Managers to

these, the wealth, investment banking and asset management divi-

firmly cement their position at the center of client financial needs

sions would collaborate through assigned channels on an ad hoc

and to achieve a revenue uplift of ~4 percent. HNW clients currently

basis. More formally, the private markets team in the investment

source and navigate often complex protection offerings direct from

bank could have a designated process for directing financing and

insurers or insurance brokers. They have a need for a trusted adviser

investment opportunities to wealth clients. Finally, a dedicated team

who aids in the identification of protection needs and selection of

within the Wealth Management division could be created to provide

appropriate providers and products.

access to private market opportunities across the universal banking
group’s entire footprint. In all models facilitating effective collabora-

Covid-19 could cause many clients to re-evaluate their current pro-

tion across different units will be key.

tection levels and residual risk appetite. This may drive an increased
demand for protection products if clients decide they are currently

Pure-play Wealth Managers can also offer stronger private markets

under-insured or, more likely, precipitate greater switching between

offerings either through partnerships with external asset Managers,

providers as clients re-evaluate their existing positions. Wealth

or privileged access to the deal flow of boutique investment bank

Managers seeking to position themselves as trusted advisors need to

partners. Effective implementation will require careful partner selec-

enhance their protection offerings. Wealth Managers have already

tion, well-designed agreements, and careful ongoing management of

begun advising their clients on protection topics, like healthcare

the relationship. Regardless of the specific operating model chosen,

costs in the US, and we expect this trend to continue in order to fur-

it is crucial for Wealth Managers to be able to scale their offering. Real

ther solidify relationships. However, a larger opportunity for incre-

estate, the example given earlier, may be the most logical asset class

mental revenue can be generated by offering insurance products,

to start, as it is well-understood and forms ~40 percent total illiquid/

something few Wealth Managers have done effectively today.

alternatives assets held by UHNW clients.
According to an Oliver Wyman survey of APAC HNW individuals, 58
In all cases, the role of the Wealth Manager is crucial in demon-

percent said that they did not recall their private banks offering per-

strating value to the end-client. Wealth Managers need to show a

sonal-insurance products, and only 9 percent said they were fully sat-
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isfied with the private bank’s offerings. We expect to find similar, if

Protection participation options differ by geography, with EMEA

not the same, sentiment among global HNW individuals.

offering the greatest opportunity for Wealth Managers

Exhibit 35:

Developing protection offerings presents an opportunity for Wealth

HNW individual survey regarding Private Bank’s protection offerings

Managers to lift their revenues by ~4 percent globally, though the

(2019, APAC)

product capabilities required vary by geography.
HNW individuals fully satisfied with the
insurance services provided by their private
banks

HNW individuals recalling their main bank
offering personal needs-related insurance

9%
Yes- fully satisfied

58%
Do not recall
offering

In all geographies we see significant opportunity in Life insurance,
given its importance for estate planning. Health insurance is a significant opportunity in APAC and in some parts of Europe, but the opportunity is limited in North America as it is typically provided through
clients’ companies and UHNW individuals often self-insure. However,
in the US, health savings accounts (HSA) can be a fast-growing opportunity for Wealth Managers. P&C may be an opportunity in North
American and European markets as clients may benefit from conve-

42%
Recall offering

91%
Not fully satisfied

Source: Oliver Wyman APAC HNW survey, 2019

nience of sourcing from their Wealth Managers. We do not see significant opportunity for P&C in APAC, given low penetration of these
products today. As a result, the total revenue uplift opportunity we
see for Wealth Managers is highest in EMEA at ~6 percent, and

HNW clients have specific insurance needs, shown in Exhibit 36 .

lowest in the US at ~2 percent.

Wealth Managers could play a natural role in the protection space as
the industry moves towards a more holistic advisory approach that

Wealth Managers need to decide how to participate in the value

helps clients’ address their comprehensive needs, of which protec-

chain. We see three broad options for participation, laid out in

tion is one of the key pillars. As such, protection products should be

Exhibit 37 . Wealth Managers can refer clients to an in-house insurer,

embedded into the financial planning process, with Wealth

cultivate a small number of trusted partnerships, or broker access to

Managers offering scenario simulation tools for RMs to demonstrate

the open market. Each option has a different revenue model and suc-

the impact of incorporating protection into client financial plans.

cess factors. Not all are available for all geographies. For example, the

Wealth Managers do not need to self-manufacture the products and

brokerage model is not a relevant option for the US market, and

can consider a range of participation options.

some are faster to implement than others.

Exhibit 36:

Exhibit 37:

Core protection needs for HNW clients

Participation options for Wealth Managers to develop protection offer-

Life insurance

Health insurance

Minimize risks to one’s
life, family, and estate

Minimize risks to
one’s wellbeing

•

Protection related
to estate and
succession
planning

•

Highly personalized
access to a
premium global
advisor network

•

Tax planning and
structuring

•

Access to
comprehensive
evaluations and
exclusive treatment
facilities

Property insurance

Casualty insurance

Minimize risks to one’s
possessions

•

Multi-home, multijurisdiction home
insurance

•

Global fleet
insurance, incl. exotic
cars, yachts and
planes

•

Bespoke art and
jewellery insurance

Minimize risks to
one’s finances

•

Compensation and
lawsuit protection

•

Comprehensive and
bespoke protection
of their loved ones

ings
Description

Revenue
Opportunity

Success factors

Products offered
under Wealth
Manager brand

Internal revenue
sharing

Ensuring relevant
HNW-focused
solutions and service
are available

CULTIVATE
TRUSTED
PARTNERSHIPS

Products provided
under partner brands,
but may be sold by
Wealth Manager

Commission-based
capture

Selecting partners
that provide
consistent high levels
of service

DEVELOP A
BROKERAGE
MODEL

Clients typically
referred to third-party
agents for products

Revenue sharing
model

Facilitating hand-offs
to enable a strong
client experience

REFER TO AN
IN-HOUSE
INSURER

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

There is a strategic need to act quickly as Covid-19 has provided the
industry with a window of opportunity to meet strong inbound client

Perhaps most difficult to achieve, Wealth Managers will need to

demand.

enact a mindset shift among RMs to prioritize protection as a core
part of their client service offering. Wealth Managers can overcome
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this challenge through strong senior executive leadership and educa-

Digital assets are currently a niche asset class, representing a total

tion as to the benefit of providing protection for RMs and end clients.

market size of ~$194 billion as of April 2020 according to Bloomberg.

Wealth Managers can also consider altering or improving economics

The proportion of HNW and UHNW investors who hold such assets

of protection sales for RMs to further incentivize buy-in.

is currently low. Wealth Managers are in the early stages of participation, though several early adopters have emerged through either

Forward looking Wealth Managers should move beyond product

partnership with third parties or internally developed offerings.

offerings and consider broader ecosystem plays. For example, they
could orchestrate a Healthcare ecosystem play by partnering with

We expect asset structures to continue to evolve and the market to

leading medical groups to create preferred access programs.

mature, driving greater client demand and adoption. Consensus is

Creating an ecosystem-based offering would require that Wealth

starting to develop around specific functional applications for

Managers build credibility with clients to move beyond their core

Wealth Managers, like automated securities servicing and near real-

offerings. However, the development of such offerings would allow

time settlement.

Wealth Managers to truly differentiate themselves, while firmly
cementing their value among their clients.

We see three potential scenarios for the future of digital assets, highlighted in Exhibit 39 . In the most pessimistic outlook, demand will

Consider developing digital assets offerings to
differentiate

fade due to implementation and regulatory challenges, with digital
assets not exceeding 1 percent of client AUM. We see a more likely
scenario being the continued steady adoption of digital assets, driven

Digital assets represent a niche that could provide Wealth

by niche client interest, eventually reaching 3 percent of total HNW

Managers with an edge in the market

AUM in the next 10 years.

Digital assets remain a niche asset class with relevance for only a

Exhibit 39:

small proportion of HNW and UHNW investors at present, and

Sizing of future digital assets in different scenarios
Temporary Hype

Wealth Managers do not offer them as part of their broader invest-

Niche demand

Market disruption

~3%

>20%

Demand persists driven by
retail & hedge funds interest
in payment tokens, ICOs,
etc.

Wide-spread demand of
assets tokens enabled by
alliance between WMs,
regulators and 3rd parties

ment proposition. As asset structures evolve and the market
matures, a credible proposition may emerge that solves real client
needs. While we expect digital assets to remain a niche market, at

Percent of
global HNW
AUM

<1%

least in the short term, they could represent a differentiating feature
for Wealth Managers who do offer some capability. Therefore,
Wealth Managers need to decide if and how to participate.
Digital assets are currently not widely invested in by HNW indi-

Description

Demand fades due to
implementation and
regulatory and
compliance challenges

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

viduals, though the space is rapidly evolving
Digital assets often refer to a broad range of asset types. For the pur-

Asset tokens could provide an opportunity that allows digital assets

poses of this report, we focus on client-facing tokens that represent

to cause a market disruption and grow AUM beyond the 3 percent

ownership and value of an asset and facilitate funding, movement,

projected above, although we find this unlikely today. For such a sce-

trading, and custody. While no global standard exists, we classify

nario to materialize, it would require a consortium of leading Wealth

these into three broad asset types:

Managers to jointly develop the market given the high cost and long
timelines for implementation and market adoption.

Exhibit 38:
Oliver Wyman digital asset taxonomy

PAYMENT
TOKENS

Tokenized: backed by
currency or central
entity
Native: new digital
currencies
Example: Bitcoin, Dash

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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Tokenized: real estate,
fine art, or other illiquid
securities

ASSET
TOKENS

Native: originate through
Initial Coin Offerings (ICO)
Example:. Gold (RMG),
TKN

Access: provides access to
an ecosystem

UTILITY
TOKENS

Participation: used to
procure digital resources
Example: Ethereum, Golem

M
Wealth Managers need to decide on their approach to digital
assets – for those that do participate, it can be a differentiating
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Evaluate inorganic opportunities to reset growth
trajectory

feature
Inorganic growth will rise to the top of management agendas
Given the expected evolution of the space, Wealth Managers need to
closely monitor how the market evolves and respond accordingly.

Inorganic growth is always on the radar of Wealth Managers’ leader-

We see three major participation options for Wealth Managers:

ship teams and 2019 saw the announcement of several transforma-

observers, digital asset-enabled Wealth Managers, and leading full-

tional deals – particularly in the US. However, the Wealth

service providers.

Management industry remains far more fragmented than other
financial services industries, as most wealth players have focused on
organic growth.

Exhibit 40:
Wealth Managers’ digital assets participation options
Observers

Enablers

Full-service providers

Exhibit 41:
Market share of Top 10 global firms by key business line (2017-2019)
~65%

~50%
•

Closely monitor market
evolution and client needs

•

Add digital asset funds to
product shelf

•

Experiment within targeted
parts of value chain (e.g.
custody)

•

Consider adding
discretionary mandates to
existing offering

Consider partnerships to
establish footprint

•

•

Build internally or consider
partnering with Fintechs

•

Develop tokenization
platform, integrate token
as a new asset

•

Incorporate lending
services and trading
capabilities

•

Build/buy research
capabilities

~30%

~20%

Sales & Trading revenue

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

IBD revenue

AM AUM

WM AUM

Source: Coalition proprietary analysis, Oliver Wyman analysis

Wealth Managers who believe that digital assets will become a major

Covid-19 presents a unique trigger point in which inorganic growth is

market should aim to become full-service providers, whereas others

likely to rise to the top of management agendas for those players

should consider lower effort participation choices.

that can act from a position of strength. As target assets have
repriced, acquisitions may appear more compelling than during pre-

In the short-term, Wealth Managers who want to participate should

vious boom years, especially for targets in the product or technology

start with offerings in targeted parts of the value chain where the

space. M&A may also be the means to offset the lower organic rev-

case for using digital assets is strongest, such as asset custody. The

enue growth outlook the industry faces overall. Certain markets that

ability to participate lightly and on a trial basis makes the level of

remain heavily fragmented, like the US, the UK and Switzerland, are

investment required relatively low and should adoption increase

likely to see a continuation of activity in the coming years.

such capabilities may represent a differentiating feature for Wealth
Managers that offer them.
Wealth Managers should also continue to closely monitor technology developments, track client demand, and consider increased
investment if use-cases proliferate and adoption increases. Digital
assets could become a unique selling point for a certain segment of
clients, and there may be significant upside to early investments
made in this space.
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Case Study: US Consolidation
We expect the US market to continue to consolidate following the onset of Covid-19. The past 12 months saw the
announcement of several high-profile deals for the industry, including Schwab’s $28 billion pending acquisition of TD
Ameritrade. While these mega-deals drove significant increases in total deal volume, deals valued at less than $5 billion also
increased more than 20 percent during 2019 before Covid-19 interrupted 2020 deal activity in early March.
Exhibit 42:
US Wealth Management Deal Volume (2018-2020 YTD, USD Billions)

Source: Dealogic, Oliver Wyman analysis
1. Includes announced deals with publicly disclosed values above $50 million for US-domiciled targets across Wealth Management
and Wealth Management tech. 2020 YTD as of June 1

Moving forward, we see several drivers of consolidation activity as market confidence is restored. Specifically, Wealth Managers
will look towards consolidation plays in order to:
1. Compensate for challenges to organic growth by expanding client acquisition channels and accessing new segments. For
example, Schwab’s $1.8 billion acquisition of USAA Investment Management makes it the exclusive provider of wealth
management services for USAA members.
2. Enable larger-scale investment in technology, especially for smaller firms seeking scale and increased capital to deploy. For
example, Advisor Group’s $565 million merger with Ladenburg Thalmann brings further scale to its network of independent
wealth management firms.
3. Battle ongoing margin pressures by broadening product offerings and increasing pricing power. For example, Schwab’s $28
billion acquisition of TD Ameritrade increased the firm’s competitive advantages in the affluent segment owing to significant
scale.
However, many of the well-known challenges associated with Wealth Management M&A, like RM overcompensation and
attrition, will continue to exist, meaning management teams must focus their efforts on the most impactful opportunities for
their businesses.
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Local champions in high-growth emerging markets, often traditional
retail and corporate banks, are the most natural partners for Wealth

In contrast to previous periods of significant deal activity, partner-

Managers in this construct, as their existing distribution footprint

ships may prove to be the new M&A this time around. Exhibit

and large captive client base offers immediate opportunities to

43 outlines the four usual archetypes of inorganic growth plays.

create value. In this type of partnership, global Wealth Managers generally contribute the investment proposition and the local partner
retains the client relationship.

Exhibit 43:
Examples of partnership opportunities across four inorganic growth

Beyond accessing new geographies, Wealth Managers have found

plays

success in partnering with firms to access new client segments, offer
New products

New geographies

e.g. ESG-focused
asset manager

e.g. local emerging
markets champions

new products, or co-develop new technologies. While partnerships
are proving attractive relative to M&A, they are not without their
own challenges. To succeed, management teams on both sides must

Strategic
partnership
opportunities

develop a detailed understanding of the partnership scope and role
of each partner and design a revenue (and cost) sharing structure

New clients
e.g. affluent focused digital
investing platforms

New technology

that is transparent and aligns incentives. With time, partnership

e.g. analytics or
AI-focused fintech

agreements must evolve to ensure both parties remain incentivized
to contribute to the partnership’s success.

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

In particular, when considering how to best access new geographies,
large scale strategic partnerships are emerging as an attractive alternative to M&A. Historically, building presence in local onshore markets via acquisitions has proven challenging for many Wealth
Managers, given differences ranging from operations to culture.
Rather than fueling growth, many acquisitions– in particular, in
emerging markets – have introduced significant integration challenges and have ultimately failed to deliver value.
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Morgan Stanley Research is disseminated in Brazil by Morgan Stanley C.T.V.M. S.A. located at Av. Brigadeiro Faria Lima, 3600, 6th floor, São Paulo - SP, Brazil; and is regulated by the Comissão
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de Valores Mobiliários; in Mexico by Morgan Stanley México, Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V which is regulated by Comision Nacional Bancaria y de Valores. Paseo de los Tamarindos 90, Torre 1,
Col. Bosques de las Lomas Floor 29, 05120 Mexico City; in Japan by Morgan Stanley MUFG Securities Co., Ltd. and, for Commodities related research reports only, Morgan Stanley Capital Group
Japan Co., Ltd; in Hong Kong by Morgan Stanley Asia Limited (which accepts responsibility for its contents) and by Morgan Stanley Asia International Limited, Hong Kong Branch; in Singapore
by Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Pte. (Registration number 199206298Z) and/or Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Securities Pte Ltd (Registration number 200008434H), regulated by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore (which accepts legal responsibility for its contents and should be contacted with respect to any matters arising from, or in connection with, Morgan Stanley
Research) and by Morgan Stanley Asia International Limited, Singapore Branch (Registration number T11FC0207F); in Australia to "wholesale clients" within the meaning of the Australian
Corporations Act by Morgan Stanley Australia Limited A.B.N. 67 003 734 576, holder of Australian financial services license No. 233742, which accepts responsibility for its contents; in Australia
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Company Private Limited; in Indonesia by PT. Morgan Stanley Sekuritas Indonesia; in Canada by Morgan Stanley Canada Limited, which has approved of and takes responsibility for its contents
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Other Important Disclosures from Oliver Wyman
Copyright © 2020 Oliver Wyman. All rights reserved. This report may not be reproduced or redistributed, in whole or in part, without the written permission of Oliver Wyman and
Oliver Wyman accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
This report is not a substitute for tailored professional advice on how a specific financial institution should execute its strategy. This report is not investment advice and should not be
relied on for such advice or as a substitute for consultation with professional accountants, tax, legal or financial advisers. Oliver Wyman has made every effort to use reliable, up-todate and comprehensive information and analysis, but all information is provided without warranty of any kind, express or implied. Oliver Wyman disclaims any responsibility to
update the information or conclusions in this report.
Oliver Wyman accepts no liability for any loss arising from any action taken or refrained from as a result of information contained in this report or any reports or sources of
information referred to herein, or for any consequential, special or similar damages even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
This report may not be sold without the written consent of Oliver Wyman.
The Oliver Wyman employees that contributed to this report are neither FCA nor FINRA registered. Oliver Wyman is not authorised or regu-lated by the Financial Conduct Authority
or the Prudential Regulatory Authority. As a consultancy firm it may have business relationships with companies mentioned in this report and as such may receive fees for executing
this business.
Please refer to www.oliverwyman.com for further details.
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